
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of big data
architect. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for big data architect

End-to-End Cloud Data Solutioning and data stream design with Hadoop,
Storm, Hive, Pig, Spark, AWS (EMR, Redshift, S3, )/Azure (HDInsight, Data
Lake Design) Manage Big Data project and workstream with an emphasis on
AWS skillset
Stay current with new development in big data
10% Manage web analytic project prioritization based on business needs
Help perform source analysis and supports departmental process
improvement initiatives
Assist with logical and physical model design, source-to-target mapping, use
cases, and other development processes and artifacts
Identify data subject areas, entities, attributes, relationships, information
types, and domains
You will work with Big Data software engineers and other Big Data architects
to design and develop solutions for our clients, aligned with the business,
development, deployment, and maintenance needs
You will support architectural decisions and tasks within a product line or
across multiple product lines (cross-portfolio)
You will be challenged by creating designs and dictate technical standards
Design robust, scalable systems

Qualifications for big data architect

A minimum of 10 years software development experience, 7years of which
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Experience with processing large data stores and MapReduce programming
in Apache Hadoop and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
15+ years of big data and relevant engineering experience while meeting
expertise requirements
Experience with design and implementation of enterprise data integration
solutions and technologies such as Panzura, Talend, Google DataFlow, etc
Minimum 7-10 years of hands-on design, architecture and delivery experience
implementing large and nimble analytical or data warehousing solution
including firm understanding of ETL and visualization tools
The Big Data Architect will be responsible for guiding the full architectural
lifecycle of a Big Data solution, including requirements analysis, governance,
capacity requirements, technical architecture design (including hardware,
O/S, and network topology), application design, testing and deployment


